
Uni Pin felt tips are perfect for adding ink to your MANGA 
sketch boards thanks to their constant ink flow which 

produces perfectly consistent lines. They will cover the pencil 
sketch which, once erased, will leave a clean, sharp and 

permanent line.  
In general, the edges are drawn using thick lines and the details use 

finer lines to make your characters’ silhouettes stand out.
The different tip sizes can be selected depending on the thickness of the 

line you require as well as the character you want to give to each line.
The calibrated tips are particularly well suited to fine and precise lines.

The brush tips will allow you to draw more fluid lines with a variety of creative 
styles depending on the pressure applied to the tip. By applying greater pressure, 

you will have wider lines (broad strokes), and less pressure will give you finer lines (fine 
strokes).  The dark grey shade is ideal to express depth. The extra-fine brush tip, which 

offers even greater finesse and flexibility, is particularly well suited to very delicate lines with 
character, moving from extremely fine through to wider lines. 

Different tip sizes  
to meet every need

•  Calibrated tip 0,03 mm : Perfect for details and 
precision lines as well as facial features.

•  Calibrated tip 0,1 mm : Ideal for drawing the outline 
of boxes, bubbles and frames.

•  Calibrated tip 0,5 mm : Ideal for thicker lines and 
outer edges.

•  Extra-fine black brush tip :  
Ideal for very delicate lines.

•  Dark grey brush tip : For shading, fluid lines and 
shadows.

First use a graphite pencil or UNI PREMIUM 
MECHANICAL PENCIL to sketch your designs.

Then add ink to the main subject and foreground 
details. Finish off with the background and fine 
details.
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